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In the previous issue of Classic Yacht, Tom
Blackwood reported on the largest ever rendezvous
of Lord Nelson Victory Tugs. For his encore, he
recounts the production history of the vessels.
So it is with the Lord Nelson Victory
Tugs. Every owner out there will tell
you how these tugs, built solely for
pleasure, turn heads on the dock, gets
thumbs-up from the commercial
fishing fleet and often a friendly toot
of the horn from the big working tugs
with a knowing wave from the wheelhouse. When passing ferries or cruise
boats a toot and a wave is always
returned by a field of waving hands
and the flash of cameras. Everyone
likes a tugboat.

One of the easiest classic profiles to
recognize on the waterfront is that of
the hard-working tugboat. Whether
one is a child or a seasoned sailor, we
know these tugs and have always had
an attraction to them. These mighty
vessels of strength go, without flair or
fanfare, about their daily work humbly
tending to a myriad of tasks upon
which the life of a harbor fully depends. They push, pull, tow, shift and
when it comes time for them to join the
harbor symphony, they have voices of
deep strong horns as well as the high
pitched trills of whistles. If one is
lucky enough to be alongside an older
master tug, one will thrill to the jingle
of pilothouse bells to the engineer and
maybe even hear the crescendo of a
steam whistle. More than any other
vessel in the harbor, tugs have character and everybody loves them.

Naval architect Jim Backus must have
known intuitively how important that
single element of design, the tug
profile, would be for the success of his
first solo production boat. He considered it paramount to maintain that
aesthetic in the hull and superstructure. By combining the attributes of
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The original drawings for the Lord Nelson Victory 37 will soon be housed
at the Mystic Seaport Museum in Mystic, Connecticut.

several major commercial tugboat
designs he developed a sheer that
provided a show of strength, a statement of seaworthiness and a safety
factor forward using high bulwarks.
Others in the pleasure tug market
have tried, but none have achieved
the same level of success of producing the classic tug look.

sales were going well when he presented to his builder, Tommie Chen
and Naval Architect, Jim Backus the
concept of designing a pleasure tug.
Tommie said he could do it and Jim
went to work putting pen to paper
lofting what would soon become the
Lord Nelson Victory Tug. The hull of
this 37 foot tug was based on that of a
New England lobster boat of the same
size. The net result was an efficient
displacement hull capable of providing excellent fuel economy. With a

Three decades ago Loren Hart started
building 35 and 41 foot sailboats
called Lord Nelsons. Business and
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fine entry forward and flat run aft,
the tug provides for efficient running
with minimal wake.
Construction began in 1982 and the
first of the tugs came off the ways of
Ocean Eagle Yacht Building Corp of
Pa-Li, Taipei, Taiwan in 1983. At the
zenith of construction the 37s were
being completed at a rate of one per
week. The Lord Nelson series, both
sail and tug, were popular vessels
and the yard had a two-year backlog.
The first tugs produced were 37 feet
in length and sold in the U.S. for
$87,000 - $90,000. It didn’t take long
before they were selling for $110,000.
At the time, the better-known Grand
Banks was thought to be the superior
boat. But didn’t take long for those
who became familiar with these little
tugs to experience firsthand the
depth of quality and soundness of
construction that went into their
boats. Over twenty-plus years the
resale values of the Lord Nelson
Victory Tugs have approximately
doubled.

price-based. That quality remains
evident today to all who step on
board. Loren owned the molds and
put the money into the production.
One day, thinking about owning one
of these tugs himself, Loren went to
Tommie and said he wanted to build
a special 37. This request was met
with a very long Chinese silence at the
end of which Tommie tilted his head
and replied “Mr. Hart, all boats
should be special”. He was right.
Loren felt a bit chagrinned at his
request. And so they continued;
making each boat special. This designer-builder relationship was a
good one. In recalling those days,
Loren commented there were times
when he just wanted things his way.
A time or two he got mad and yelled,
thinking volume and high pressure
tactics would make it so. That seemed
to end when one time, the ever patient

Loran Hart’s intention was to build
the best boat he could, not a boat
whose construction was primarily
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These power boats were really built for experienced sailboat owners
and thus incorporated many features familiar to them.

Tommie replied after a long pause in
a calm and very serious tone, “Mr.
Hart, you must settle down. You are
very important to our boat business
and can not get a heart attack. We
can’t afford to lose you.”

These power boats were really built
for experienced sailboat owners and
thus incorporated many features
familiar to them. A sailor coming
aboard, or making the transition from
sail to power, immediately feels at
home. One good example of this is
the surplus of properly placed grab
rails strong enough to do chin ups.

Loren knew he lost face that day and
while relaying this story to an audience with Tommie present, he
wrapped his arm around Tommie
and admitted how he felt so small
afterwards. That about did it for the
furious approach. Lessons were
learned about relating to the Chinese
crew responsible for building the
tugs. Sometimes at the negotiation
table Chen maintained extended
pregnant pauses. If he lost his temper, Loren explained, he’d lose face
and the Chinese would sometimes
think, “poor fellow”.

The boats steadily evolved, production continued and every detail was
carefully considered. One example:
the engine and fuel tanks could be
removed without cutting any holes in
the boat. For that reason, the aft entry
to the salon is fitted with double
doors. The tolerances may be tight,
but it is doable and it is part of the
builder’s pride to state this and to
demonstrate the ability to skeptics.
Wanting these tugs to withstand the
possibility of being pooped to the
sheer by an offshore sea condition,
Jim had the forward surfaces beefed
up to 1½ times the normal thickness
of other exposed fiberglass surfaces.
The result was they were able to meet
the requirements of the American
Bureau of Shipping and the American

Loren would spend six or seven
weeks in the U.S. and then return to
Taiwan for one or two. Maintaining
that schedule, Loren and Tommie
worked together for twelve years and
Loren thus saw just about every boat
in its construction.
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www.jimbackus.us
Victory 37 Tug, 42’ Harkers Island Cruing Boat
and the 39’ Gatsby. Victory 37 photograph courtesy of the LNVT Association.

Call or e-mail about your project.
P: 203-656-1144
C: 203-940-1070
Backus Group LLC
45 Edgerton Street, Darien, CT
06820

Since 1981, Jim Backus has been designing classic and contemporary yacht designs for production and custom yacht clients.
Visit the web site for more information and designs.
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Below: Tom Blackwood
and his 37’ Victory Thistle

Boat Yacht Council Standards for
vessels up to 200 feet in length. Safety
is built into every aspect of these tugs
and was the number one design criterion.
Another primary desire was to make
these boats owner friendly. The interiors are lavishly appointed with solid
teak; there’s no veneer at all. Tommie
thinks that fifty or more years from
now these boats will still be afloat, in
demand and in use. Veneered surfaces
might not stand up to as many refinishing cycles without being replaced.
Another subtle aspect known throughout the over 200 Lord Nelson sailboats
and tugboats built is that the teak is
taken from a single log for each vessel.
By so doing, all the teak inside matches
for grain and color. That is an over-thetop feature of quality and required an
on-site sawyer to cut the large curved
sections.
Brass accents throughout the interior
complement the teak and evoke an
elegant atmosphere of yesteryear,
making each of these classic headturning tugs a beauty through and
through. The Victory Tugs are yachts
that will maintain a classic profile on
the waterfront for many years to come.
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